In [Phys. Lett. A 166, 293 (1992)] Popescu characterized nonlocality of pure n-partite entangled systems by studying bipartite violation of local realism when n − 2 number of parties perform projective measurements on their particles. A pertinent question in this scenario is whether similar characterization is possible for n-partite mixed entangled states also. In the present work we have followed an analogous approach so as to explore whether given a tripartite mixed entangled state the conditional bipartite states obtained by performing projective measurement on the third party, demonstrate a weaker form of nonlocality, quantum steering. We also compare this new phenomenon of conditional steering with existing notions of tripartite correlations. Interestingly the tripartite state need not be genuinely entangled to demonstrate conditional steering.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent past quantum inseparability, mostly known as entanglement [1] has been proven to be an important ingredient for various information processing tasks viz. teleportation [3] , dense coding [2] , where this non-classical resource outperforms any classical resource. Beside entanglement quantum mechanics possesses more such striking phenomena where joint probability distributions arising from composite systems can not be reproduced by any local realistic theory as demonstrated by the pioneering work of John Bell known as Bell's Theorem [4] . Non-local quantum correlations have been found to be fundamental resource for device independent certification of randomness [5] , cryptography [7] , dimension witness [8] , Bayesian game theoretic applications [9] , quantum network [10] etc. In such cases the existence of entanglement only is not sufficient to guarantee the advantage. Recently there have been considerable amount of study regarding another non-classical phenomena commonly known as quantum steering [11] . The concept of steering was originally perceived by Schrödinger. It describes a scenario where one of the subsystems controls the conditional state of another spatially separated party by sharing a suitable quantum state and applying appropriate measurements on his or her part. Quantum steering has been explained as a semi device independent entanglement witness in contrary to the Bell non-local device independent scenario. In that sense steering can be thought as a weaker form of non-locality. Thus entanglement, quantum steering and Bell-nonlocality can be seen as a hierarchy of quantum correlations, where all entangled states may not be steerable and nonlocal, all steerable states are necessarily entangled but not necessarily nonlocal and all non-local states are both entangled and steerable.
The idea of entanglement, nonlocality and steering in more than two parties is not as simple and straight forward as the bi-partite case. On one hand complexity in analyzing correlations increases with number of parties, on the other hand multipartite correlations consist of completely new features absent in the bi-partite scenario. Thus multipartite extension of correlations has gained researchers' attention in recent times [12, 13] . Quantum correlation among spatially-separated parties can be visualized as a network with a precise global description lacking a sum of local descriptions interpretation. In this context, it is of immense importance if one can comment on the correlation present in the global system by investigating the conditional bipartite marginals only.
Extending the previous results [14, 15] Popescu demonstrated the nonlocality of n qubit pure entangled states by using only bipartite Bell-CHSH inequalities [16] . He in particular argued that for any n qubit pure entangled state, if there exists a global projective measurement on any possible (n − 2) systems out of the n systems that leaves the remaining conditional bipartite state as a pure entangled state, resulting in a violation of bipartite Bell-CHSH inequality, then that guarantees nonlocality of the pure n qubit entangled state. This argument therefore characterizes nonlocality of a pure n partite entangled state. However, from experimental perspectives, it will be more interesting to pose the analogous question regarding the char-acterization of nonlocality of n-partite mixed entangled states. In the present work we intend to contribute in this direction. To be more precise, our present topic of discussion mainly explores the possibility of revealing nonlocality of any mixed entangled tripartite state by observing nonlocality of any conditional bipartite state obtained from the tripartite state due to suitable projective measurement performed by any of the three parties. For that we define a new form of tripartite nonlocality in which the tripartite state is said to be nonlocal if any of the conditional bipartite states demonstrates steering nonlocality.
The rest of the article is ordered as follows: in Sec.II we discuss the motivation that further underlines importance of this work. Sec.III provides the necessary preliminaries to set the premise to present our results. In Sec.IV we define the concept of conditional steering and present our findings. We conclude in Sec.V.
II. MOTIVATION
Nonlocal correlations obtained from entangled quantum states are useful for various information processing tasks [5] . In this context one can try to capture the ability of a state, which is 'local' based on all the existing notions of nonlocality, to reveal a weaker form of nonlocality. For instance, in [6] , the author showed that mixed entangled bipartite quantum states having a local description can be used to certify randomness in a measurement device independent randomnesscertification task.
From practical point of view, the topic becomes more interesting if one tries to characterize nonlocal behavior of multipartite mixed entangled quantum states. This basically motivates our present discussion. Precisely speaking, we define a new form of tripartite nonlocality in the same spirit of Popescu(discussed before). In contrast to Popescu's approach [16] , we have considered steering nonlocality, a weaker form of nonlocal correlation of the conditional states arising due to some suitable projective measurements by one of the three parties sharing the tripartite state. This in turn emerges as a useful tool to characterize nonlocality of some mixed tripartite states which are local in some specific Bell scenario [17] and also may not even be steerable [18] . This fact enhances the possibility of the corresponding tripartite state to be used as a suitable candidate in some information theoretic task. Interestingly we observe that for any tripartite state to be nonlocal according to our notion of nonlocality, it does not need to be genuinely entangled. So any biseparable state can also exhibit this form of nonlocality. Besides, we also explore other related issues thereby encountering some additional implications in this context.
Having sketched our motivation, we are now in a position to present our work. But first we provide with some mathematical tools which are to be used later in our discussion.
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Bipartite Steering(EPR steering)
In a bipartite scenario the correlation terms are steerable from Alice to Bob if they are inexplicable by any local hidden variable(LHV) -local hidden state(LHS) model [11] :
where λ denotes the hidden variable, a, b denote local results, x, y, the corresponding local inputs and Π(b|y) is the projection operator corresponding to an observable characterized by Bob's setting y, associated with the eigenvalue b and ρ 2 (λ) corresponds to some pure state of Bob's system, parameterized by hidden variable λ. So if ρ AB be a bipartite quantum state shared in between Alice and Bob. If the correlations arising due to their measurements, lack a decomposition in the above form(Eq.(1)) then ρ AB is said to be steerable from Alice to Bob. Steering being an asymmetric phenomenon, ρ AB 's steerability from Alice to Bob does not necessarily imply its steerability from Bob to Alice [19] .
B. Steering Criteria
Here we discuss two existing criteria for detecting bipartite steering [20, 22] .
S 1
In [22] Zukowski et.al. gave a criterion which suffices to detect steerability of a bipartite quantum state. Any bipartite qubit density matrix can be decomposed as:
where σ k 0 , denotes the identity operator in the Hilbert space of qubit k and σ k i k , are the Pauli operators along three perpendicular directions, i k = 1, 2, 3. The components t i 1 i 2 are real and given by:
Using basic geometric approach in [22] , Zukowski et.al.
showed that the quantum state(ρ AB ) shared between Alice and Bob is steerable(from Alice to Bob) if the corresponding correlation functions satisfy the following inequality:
where ||t ∞ || and ||t|| denote spectral norm and HilbertSchmidt norm of t respectively. Any quantum state which satisfies this criteria(Eq. (4)) is steerable in nature.
We define a measure of bipartite steering S 1 where:
Hence any negative value of S 1 indicates that the bipartite state(ρ AB ) shared between Alice and Bob is steerable from Alice to Bob. However, if any state fails to satisfy it(Eq.(4)), i.e., for any positive value of S 1 , the steerability of the state cannot be guaranteed.
S 2
Given density matrix representation(Eq. (2)) of a bipartite state(ρ AB ), the correlation tensor matrix t having elements t ij (i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) given by (Eq. (3) [20] modified a preexisting EPR steering inequality [21] , thereby framing the nonlinear EPR steering inequality:
If correlations arising due to local measurements on any bipartite state ρ AB can be explained by a LHV-LHS model(Eq. (1)), then ρ AB necessarily satisfies the above inequality(Eq. (6)). So violation of this inequality is sufficient to claim that ρ AB is steerable from Alice to Bob. Considering all possible permutations of T i , A i , B i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the sufficient criteria for detecting steerability of ρ AB was ultimately framed as [20] :
where
We define:
as the second measure of bipartite steering. So any positive value of S 2 guarantees that the bipartite state(ρ AB ) is steerable from Alice to Bob. Having discussed about bipartite steering, we now deal with steerability of tripartite state: tripartite steering nonlocality [18] and then genuine steering nonlocality [33] .
Tripartite Steering Nonlocality
Let ρ ABC be the state that Alice, Bob and Charlie share. A referee, who trusts the measurement device of only one party, say Alice, wants to check whether the correlations arising from ρ ABC are steerable or not. He will be sure that the tripartite correlations are steerable(from Bob and Charlie to Alice) if the correlations lack a decomposition of the form [18] :
(10) Here λ is the hidden variable, y, z and b, c denote local inputs and outputs of Bob and Charlie respectively. Π(a|x) denotes the projection operator corresponding to observable characterized by Alice's setting x, associated with the eigenvalue a. ρ λ A stands for some pure state of Alice's system which is classically correlated to the hidden variable λ. If the tripartite correlations are steerable, i.e., cannot be expressed in the above form(Eq. (10)), then the corresponding state ρ ABC is said to be steerable from Bob and Charlie to Alice. In [18] , an inequality (Eq.22 in [18] ) (based on the correlations generated) under some specific measurement settings(von-Neumann equatorial measurements) of the three parties (where the referee trusts only one party) was given, so as to detect steerability of the tripartite state involved. Violation of this inequality is only a sufficient criterion for detecting steerability of ρ ABC from Bob and Charlie to Alice. Hence if it is satisfied then nothing can be concluded about the steerability of ρ ABC .
Genuine Steering Nonlocality
Now we are going to discuss the criteria of detecting genuine steering which have been explored recently [33] . Tripartite correlations P(a, b, c|x, y, z) are said to be genuinely steerable [33] from one party, say Charlie to other two parties, say Alice and Bob, if those cannot be decomposed in the following form:
where Alice and Bob have access to qubit measurements whereas Charlie performs uncharacterized measurement. In [33] , the author gave an inequality to detect genuine tripartite steering(Svetlichny steering)based on Svetlichny inequality [34] . The detection criterion is given as:
where CHSH AB and CHSH ′ AB denote two inequivalent facets of the Bell-CHSH polytope. Here NLHS denotes nonlocal hidden state and 2 × 2×? implies that two parties Alice and Bob have access to qubit measurements whereas the third party Charlie does not trust his measurement device. The measurement settings of Alice and Bob should be orthonormal. If a given quantum state be such that the correlations arising due to measurements on it violate this inequality(Eq. (12)), then the state is genuinely steerable from Charlie to Alice and Bob. Similar steerability criteria from Alice to Charlie and Bob and from Bob to Charlie and Alice can be defined. So in totality if any state violates any one of these three criteria, then the state is genuinely steerable from one party to the remaining two parties. However if it does not violate any of these inequalities(sufficient to detect genuine steerability) then the state may not be genuinely steerable. Having discussed about two measures(S 1 , S 2 of bipartite steering) along with the criteria of steering, we further mention a stronger notion of nonlocality in the next sub-section. We do this since our work introduces the new concept of conditional steering which is weaker compared to the existing notions of tripartite steering and nonlocality.
C. Tripartite Nonlocality
Let Alice, Bob and Charlie, sharing state ρ ABC , perform local measurements on their respective subsystems. The resulting correlations are nonlocal if those cannot be decomposed in the form:
(13) and the corresponding state is said to be nonlocal. Such type of correlations are capable of violating tri-partite Bell inequality. For two input-two output scenario for each of the three parties, Sliwa defined a Bell-local polytope having 46 facets [17] . The set of these 46 facet inequalities of this polytope serves as a necessary and sufficient condition for detecting tripartite nonlocality.
D. Negativity of entanglement
Negativity of entanglement was first introduced by Zyczkowski et. al [23] and then Vidal e.t al. [24] introduced it as a bipartite measure of entanglement. An important property of this measure is that, it is computable even for mixed states. Let ρ ab be a bipartite state of a composite system of dimension d ⊗ d ′ . Then negativity of ρ ab is denoted by N a|b (ρ ab ) and is defined as [24] N a|b (ρ ab ) = ||ρ
where ρ T a ab denotes the partial transpose of ρ ab on the sub system a and ||X|| 1 denotes the trace norm, i.e, ||X|| 1 = Tr( √ XX † ). According to the definition , the quantity N a|b (ρ ab ) is equals to the twice sum of the absolute values of the negative eigenvalues of ρ T a ab .
Negativity of entanglement is strongly related to the GHZ distillability of three-qubit system [26] . A threequbit state is GHZ distillable if negativity of each bipartite cut of the system is positive. So this measure of entanglement will be helpful to discuss our work from some information theoretic aspect. In the next section we define our premise.
IV. CONDITIONAL STEERING NONLOCALITY
Let a tripartite state ρ ABC be shared between Alice, Bob and Charlie. Let Charlie first performs a projective measurement Π c z on his qubit and broadcasts the output to rest. The resulting conditional bipartite state between the rest of the parties, i.e., Alice and Bob is denoted by,
In a similar way, when Alice or Bob performs projective measurements on their qubits, corresponding conditional states between the rest of the parties can be written as ρ BC
respectively. Now we want to check whether ρ AB Π c z is steerable from Alice to Bob. This in turn guarantees that Alice can steer particle of atleast one of the two remaining parties. Such type of tripartite states from which one can obtain conditional states that are steerable, are defined as conditionally steerable states(steerable from Alice to Bob in this case) and corresponding tripartite correlation terms as conditional steering correlations. The nomenclature is justified based on the fact that one of the three parties can steer qubit of one of the two remaining parties in spirit of Popescu [16] where they ask the question for non local scenario. So any conditionally steerable tripartite state exhibits a weaker form of nonlocality which can be defined as conditional steering nonlocality.
A. Detecting conditional steering nonlocality
Let one of the three parties, Charlie(say) performs a single projective measurement on his qubit and communicates the output(say, c 0 ) to other two parties. Consequently other two parties Alice and Bob now share a conditional state ρ AB (shared between Bob and Charlie when Alice broadcasts output of her local projective measurement) are checked for steerability. If atleast one of the conditional states turns out to be steerable then ρ ABC is conditionally steerable. In totality if atleast one of three conditional states is steerable then the tripartite state is conditionally steerable. However if none of them turns out to be steerable(upto S 1 and S 2 ), then no definite conclusion can be given about conditional steerability of ρ ABC . For instance, let mixed GHZ state be shared between the three parties:
and I 8 denotes the 8 × 8 identity matrix. Let Alice performs a projective measurement in any arbitrary direction: 
Again the conditional state(ρ BC
) is Bell-CHSH local [27] for:
The conditional steerable states from the family(Eq.(16)) are those which satisfy either S 1 < 0(Eq.(18)) or S 2 > 0(Eq.(19)) or both. So these two criteria impose some restrictions over noise parameter p G which varies with the measurement parameter θ( see FIG.(1) ). The optimal result is obtained for θ = (20)). After mix GHZ class of states, we now consider the GHZ symmetric class of states(Eq. (21)). GHZ symmetric states, a class of of tripartite mixed entangled states, important from quantum theoretical perspective has been topic of many recent research activities [28] [29] [30] [31] . The class is given by:
where |GHZ − = |000 −|111 √ 2 and |GHZ + is given by Eq. (17) . The requirement Φ(p, q) ≥ 0 gives the constraints:
and
This family of states includes not only GHZ states but also the maximally mixed state (18) known classes of tripartite mixed entangled states, we are now in a position to compare this weaker form of nonlocality with some existing notions of nonlocality which in turn points out that this notion of nonlocality enhances utility of any tripartite state which may otherwise be treated as useless. From application point of view, it is interesting to explore whether by using the notion of conditional steering nonlocality one can increase the resistance to noise of any noisy tripartite state. For our purpose we investigate some known families of noisy tripartite entangled states.
B. Tripartite local states may be conditionally steerable
Here we consider the two input and two output(for each party) Bell scenario where, as already discussed before, the necessary and sufficient criteria for detecting tripartite nonlocality is given by the Bell-local polytope designed in [17] . So if any tripartite state fails to violate any of the facet inequalities of this polytope then the state is local upto that specific scenario. However it may generate nonlocal correlations in some other measurement scenario. So in that context one may explore if one can generate nonclassical correlations from such states. Interestingly we observed that some of these local states are conditionally steerable and hence can be considered as a nonlocal resource without being subjected to any further investigation in other measurement scenarios. To be precise, we provide a few examples of mixed states which are Bell local with respect to some necessary sufficient conditions [17] but still possess con- 
where each of
When this state is passed through a depolarization channel [32] , the corresponding noisy state is given by:
Here α D denotes the visibility and hence characterizes the resistance to noise by the noisy state. Let Υ be shared in between Alice, Bob and Charlie. Let Bob measures his qubit in σ z basis and gets output b 0 , i.e., the qubit gets aligned along up direction of z axis. There exist some conditional states Υ AC from Bob to Charlie can be detected by atleast one of the two measures of steering S 1 (Eq. (5)) and S 2 (Eq. (9)) and hence Ψ is conditionally steerable for some restricted range of state parameters( see FIG.5 ).
Now there exist members from each of these two families of mixed tripartite states given by the noisy versions(Υ(Eq. (25)), Ψ(Eq.(32))) of the pure tripartite state |ψ ψ|, such that those states are local in a specific Bell scenario [17] as they satisfy all 46 facets of the Bell-local polytope [17] but are conditionally steerable and hence reveal nonlocality via the weaker notion of conditional steering nonlocality. This in turn points out the utility of this notion of nonlocality to lower down the visibility(measuring resistance to noise) of a noisy state. We enlist numerical observations in support of our claim in TABLE(1)(see Appendix. 2).
We have discussed in the last section about the existence of conditionally steerable states from the GHZ symmetric class of states( see FIG.3 ). However some of those states cannot exhibit nonlocality in this specific Bell scenario. To be specific the subclass of nonlocal states from this class are those for which the state parameters p, q satisfy [31] : L 1 >2 or L 2 >4 or both where L 1 and L 2 are the respective bounds of violation of Mermin inequality and 15 th (according to the ordering of the inequalities in [17] ) facet inequality(the two most efficient detectors of standard nonlocality for this class [31] ):
and A comparison of these local bounds with that of two sufficient criteria of steering guarantees the existence of some conditionally steerable from this subclass which can satisfy neither L 1 >2 nor L 2 >4( see FIG.3 ).
C. Tripartite steering may not be necessary for conditional steering
Comparison between tripartite nonlocality and conditional steering nonlocality, as discussed above clearly reveals the fact that a conditionally steerable state may be local in some specific Bell scenario [17] . Intuitively such a state should not reveal any genuine form of nonlocal correlations and so they may not be even genuinely steerable [33] . In this context it becomes interesting to explore whether there exist states which may not reveal weaker form of steering nonlocality also but are conditionally steerable. As we have already discussed before that there exist members from both families of noisy states Υ and Ψ which are conditionally steerable. But none of these states can violate the steering inequality(Eq. (22) in [18] ) and hence may not be steerable in the scenario introduced in [18] . This in turn points out the utility of conditional steerability over the stronger notion of tripartite steerability [18] .
D. Conditional steering does not require genuine entanglement
Till now we have discussed relation of conditional steerability of states with various existing notions of tripartite nonlocality. On the other hand entanglement is a trivial requirement for conditional steering. At this point it seems interesting to explore whether genuine entanglement is necessary for a tripartite state to be conditionally steerable. In this context it is observed that for a tripartite state to be conditionally steerable it may not be genuinely entangled. For that we have considered the class of mixed biseparable states:
, where (28) 
. Let out of three parties, Bob and Charlie have access to quantum measurements. Let Charlie measures his qubit in σ z basis and gets output c 1 (i.e. his qubit gets aligned along down direction of z axis). The conditional state ρ AB Π c 1 z is steerable from Alice to Bob for some restricted range of the noise parameter p B ( see FIG.6 ). This in turn justifies our claim that bi-separable entanglement content of a tripartite state is sufficient for the state to become conditionally steerable. However such an observation is quite intuitive due to the fact if qubits of any two parties(say Alice and Bob) of the tripartite state are entangled, then for any arbitrarily small amount of entanglement content, the conditional bipartite state resulting due to any projective measurement by the remaining party(say Charlie) on his qubit will be entangled and hence steerable which in turn guarantees conditional steerability of the biseparable state. ).
E. Persistence of steering: a subclass of conditional steering
Here we deal with an interesting implication of conditional steering nonlocality. There exist tripartite states which may fail to persist steering when subjected to particle loss, hence strong persistency of steering nonlocality [35] being 1 but may be conditionally steerable and so having persistency of steering nonlocality greater than 1 [36, 37] . Consider a particular subclass of the mixed entangled class of GHZ symmetric states [30] :
This subclass of GHZ symmetric class of states is genuinely steerable [33] , i.e., violate the criteria given by Eq. (12) . Now each of the bipartite reduced states(obtained by tracing out one party at a time) obtained from any of these genuinely steerable states is X state having density matrix with only non vanishing diagonal entries and therefore separable [38] . So none of the reduced states is steerable. Hence strong persistency of steering nonlocality for this class of states is 1, i.e., minimal. Now this collection of genuinely steerable states(Eq. (29)) forms a subclass of conditionally steerable GHZ symmetric states( see FIG.3 ). So there exist tripartite states from the GHZ symmetric class of states that are both genuinely steerable and conditionally steerable thereby indicating that persistency of steering nonlocality is > 1.
F. Conditional steerability of states not useful in teleportation
So far we have presented foundational aspects of conditional steering. In the following part we link this scenario with an information processing task. In bipartite case there exist some states which are helpful in teleportation but may not be Bell nonlocal. In Subsection.IV B we have shown conditional steering does not necessarily imply tripartite nonlocality. So it may be an interesting question whether conditional steerable tripartite state is an useful resource for teleportation. However our answer is negative. As has been already discussed before that a tripartite state having vanishing negativity in atleast one possible cut may not be GHZ distillable [26] which in turn implies that those are not useful for the task of teleportation also. Here we deal with some of these types of states so as to explore whether they can reveal any weaker form of nonlocality in spite of being useless in a teleportation task. It is observed there exist some states from each of the sub- 
V. DISCUSSIONS
In [16] Popescu characterized nonlocality of pure n-partite system by studying bipartite violation of local realism. In our present topic of discussion we have followed an analogous approach so as to explore whether such a characterization is possible for mixed entangled states also. Interestingly we have observed that such a characterization of nonlocality of mixed tripartite quantum states is possible if one considers steerability of atleast one of bipartite conditional states generated due to projective measurement done by one of the parties on his/her qubit. Any tripartite state which exhibits such weaker form of tripartite nonlocality is said to be conditionally steerable state. Such a characterization of tripartite states in turn exploits the utility of these states as a nonlocal resource which otherwise may seem to be useless if one considers the pre-existing notions of tripartite nonlocality. However there also exist some conditionally steerable states which are neither useful in tripartite teleportation task nor can be used in GHZ distillation protocol. Now the notion of conditional steering nonlocality of a tripartite state is based on some sufficient criteria for detecting bipartite steering nonlocality. So one may expect to get better result if the same can be made from some necessary and sufficient criteria of detecting bipartite steering nonlocality thereby giving a more compact characterization of tripartite steering nonlocality. However, to the best of authors' knowledge no such necessary and sufficient criteria for detecting steerability of a bipartite state exists in the literature. So it may be interesting to explore in that direction first and then redefine the concept of conditional steerability. Besides, steering phenomenon and randomness both being intrinsic features of quantum particles, it may be interesting to study the interplay between them.
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Amplitude damped noisy state
Mathematically, amplitude damping is represented using Krauss operator formalism [32, 39] . After passing a qubit state ω through an amplitude damping channel, the resulting noisy state is given by:
where (24) 
where ν = 1 − γ measures the resistance to noise by Ψ.
Numerical Observations
Below we present some numerical observations related to the results as discussed in the main text. 
